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The Oldsmobile Silhouette is a minivan manufactured by General Motors for model years over
two generations. Production ended when General Motors discontinued the Oldsmobile brand in
General Motors ' first attempt at producing a minivan to compete with the Chrysler minivans ,
the rear wheel drive , truck-based Chevrolet Astro and its twin, the GMC Safari failed to make a
noticeable dent in Chrysler's near monopoly of the minivan market in the s. First shown to the
public in , the Pontiac Trans Sport concept car featured futuristic styling, individually removable
bucket seats with built-in stereo speakers, a gull-wing rear passenger door and extensive use of
glass including a glass-paneled roof. The Trans Sport was subsequently approved for
production without the gullwing door and the glass roof. While the Pontiac Trans Sport was
targeted at sport- and style-oriented buyers, the Lumina and Silhouette targeted the value and
premium markets respectively. The very first Oldsmobile Silhouette rolled off the assembly line
on August 1, In built-in child seats were added to the option list, which provided the ability to
switch two of the rear seats between adult and child seating with the pull of a seat-mounted tab.
Included with the level ride package, which utilized a compressor and air-pressurized rear
shock absorbers to maintain vehicle height regardless of load, was a control panel and air hose
kit that allowed the vehicle to be used to inflate tires, air mattresses, sporting equipment and
such. For the and model years, traction control was available with the engine option. The first
generation Silhouette was not available in Canada. Europeans grew accustomed to sleek
minivans thanks to the Renault Espace and did not object to the futuristic styling. For the
European market however, the Oldsmobile Silhouette was sold as the Pontiac Trans Sport by
replacing the Oldsmobile badging with Pontiac badging, along with Pontiac wheels. Sales in
Europe were good for an American import, but did not represent enough volume to make a
fourth, distinct model economically feasible. Like the Oldsmobile Silhouette, the European
Trans Sport did not receive any facelift, as the vans' initial styling had not been negatively
received there. In , a 1. The Pontiac Trans Sport of Europe was discontinued in In the United
Kingdom, it was sold as the Vauxhall Sintra. The design of these minivans was controversial. At
the time that the Oldsmobile Silhouette and its siblings were conceived, no one had tried to
market a stylish or sporty minivan, and GM felt that this represented a potentially large market
segment. They styled these minivans to be lower and sleeker than the competing brands. The
extremely large, long and sloped windshield and the resultant long distance to the base of the
windshield when sitting in the drivers seat made for a disconcerting driving experience until a
person could adjust to the "different" proportions. Automotive magazines christened the new
minivans " dustbuster " after a household appliance with a similar profile. The first engine in
these vans was a meager 3. Production of first generation Silhouettes and stablemates ended in
, at which time the Tarrytown, NY plant which produced them and which had been in operation
since , was shuttered and scheduled for demolition. The final 1st generation U-body Oldsmobile
Silhouette rolled off the assembly line on May 17, The redesigned Silhouette was built at
Doraville Assembly. The first Silhouette rolled off the assembly line on August 6, GM continued
to offer the Silhouette as their premium luxurious minivan, the Montana as the sporty one, and
the Venture as the basic version. The base model only offered for was the only model to offer
short-wheelbase and a driver side sliding door being only optional, when all the other trim
levels of the Silhouette were in long-wheelbase extended version and offered a standard driver
side sliding door. Having achieved second place in sales to Chrysler, General Motors brought
out an entirely new U platform series of minivans, theoretically based [ citation needed ] on the
lessons learned from its previous mis-steps. Still stinging from the criticism [ who? The vehicle
would be of steel unibody construction, and styling would be as conservative as possible. The
previous generation was a little too large [ citation needed ] for comfortably navigating
European streets, so this new range of models would be narrower and slightly smaller than was
the norm for the United States in order to produce a single range of minivans that GM hoped
would fill the needs of both the North American and European markets. New for this generation,
cabin air filters were installed, and the filters can be accessed from behind an access panel
easily accessed from inside the glove compartment. During the development of this generation
of the U-body minivan, General Motors extensively benchmarked [ citation needed ] the then
current Chrysler minivans. The resultant vehicles more closely resembled the immensely
successful trio of Chrysler minivans ; However, Chrysler would launch a completely redesigned
minivan line a year before GM. Two different wheelbase lengths were offered as well as dual
sliding doors. Silhouettes, in keeping with their luxury positioning, offered many features as
standard that were optional on competing makes and on its platform mates. In , it became one
of the first vehicles on the market to offer a VCR with overhead retractable LCD screen for back
seat viewing, which has since become a "must-have" option for families with children. For , the
Silhouette received a minor facelift that included a new grille and front bumper. Some
comments made by the IIHS after the first test in were:. In the side impact test, it received 5

stars for front passenger protection, and 5 stars rear passenger protection. The safety issues of
the Silhouette and other second generation U-body minivans were addressed with the third
generation redesign, which earned the highest rating of "Good" given by the Insurance Institute
in the frontal offset crash test. The Silhouette and its platform mates achieved slightly better
sales than their avant-garde predecessors, but also failed to capture a significant share of the
market. The Silhouette remained in production until the model year with minimal changes. The
Oldsmobile division of General Motors was shut down and no Oldsmobiles were produced after
the model year. The final Oldsmobile Silhouette rolled off the assembly line on March 31, The
spiritual successor to the Oldsmobile Silhouette within the General Motors lineup is the Buick
Terraza , which was built on an updated version of the U platform and occupied the luxury
minivan slot previously occupied by the Silhouette. Due to poor sales of all the third-generation
GM minivans, GM decided to exit the minivan market altogether. However, production of the
Uplander continued on for one more year along with the Pontiac Montana SV6 in Mexico and
Canada due to slightly better sales in those countries. Had the Oldsmobile division not been
discontinued it would be likely that the Silhouette would have been kept for the third generation
of the GM minivans. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. A minivan produced by General
Motors. This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. See also: Pontiac Trans Sport. This article possibly contains original research. Please
improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only
of original research should be removed. May Learn how and when to remove this template
message. A division of General Motors , â€” Category Commons. Categories : Oldsmobile
vehicles Minivans Front-wheel-drive vehicles s cars s cars s cars Cars introduced in Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles
lacking sources from July All articles lacking sources All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from July Articles that may contain original research from
May All articles that may contain original research Articles with unsourced statements from May
All articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically marked
weasel-worded phrases from May Articles with unsourced statements from February Commons
category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser. Saturn Relay Buick Terraza. Transverse
front-engine, front-wheel drive. Doraville, Georgia , United States. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Oldsmobile Silhouette. Cutlass Calais. Cutlass Ciera. Cutlass Supreme.
Mid-size station wagon. Cutlass Cruiser. Delta Eighty Eight. Ninety Eight. Full-size station
wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal luxury. I loved my Town N Country but It kept having
mechanical issues. It's style was what drew me. Recently I purchased a silluette and have found
all the features love in the TnC without mechanical problems. I am the original owner of old
minvian. I basically had zero problems with the minivan and it was the best vehicle I have ever
owned. I know GM takes a lot of grief but in my experience their quality has been very good.
This vehicle is the top of the line from what I have seen in minivans, total luxury. We bought this
vehicle used and we did'nt know all the neat extras it had until we got it home, we were just
looking for a nice minivan, but got so much more. Has a great 6-track cd player, electronic
sliding doors, with many different locations inside the car from which to open them , really nice
to have when you are carrying baby seats and groceries etc. Van is nice and roomy, for real
people, not just kids. Overall a great choice for anyone wanting lots of room and luxury. First
off, in terms of absolute value the Oldsmobile shines in terms of equipment and price. The ride,
drive, and function of the van are good, but I would enjoy more power under the hood.
Compared to the other GM vans, the Olds to me is the most attractive looking package. The
Chevrolet for the same money seems just plain cheap. Disappointing are so-so fit and finish of
body panels and a minor HVAC problem. If GM could sweat the small stuff a bit better - they
would be back to 1. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Silhouette.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. This car is a treasure! Lovin my Olds! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Silhouettes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Silhouette. Sign Up. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very helpful. Got right back with me. Very
willing to make a deal. Excellent personality. Nick was an awesome salesman. Ended up buying
the vehicle and will continue business with them when I'm in need of a different vehicle. I didn't
get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect
body for the same price thaks east coast auto. Super guy. Down to earth and very helpful. You
certainly felt like you knew what you were getting with no surprises. Would highly recommend.
They were very nice when they responded. However, I have not had the time to contact them

yet. I will hopefully soon. Everything is great I'm just waiting for the down payment money to
arrive so that I can test drive the car and make a decision. It needed a oil change 4 days after I
took it home other than that and it being a fixer upper their customer service and the
relentlessness to help get you financed at reasonable prices I would definitely go back to them
again. The vehicle looked good in the pictures but once actually saw it in person night and day.
Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle
who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt return email or
phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. When I moved here, I was nervous about
finding an auto dealer I could trust. They have gone above and beyond and have really been a
great help since moving here. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Oldsmobile Silhouette for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Oldsmobile Silhouette listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Why Use
CarGurus? Oldsmobile dealers in Atlanta GA. Oldsmobile dealers in Chicago IL. Oldsmobile
dealers in Dallas TX. Oldsmobile dealers in Houston TX. Oldsmobile dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Oldsmobile dealers in Miami FL. Oldsmobile dealers in New York NY. Oldsmobile dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Oldsmobile dealers in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Even though Silhouette is destined to die as GM phases out Oldsmobile, this is one minivan
that deserves careful consideration, especially if you're looking for a luxurious, fully equipped
all-wheel drive model. The only real competition on that front comes from Chrysler. Why do we
like this Oldsmobile minivan so much? Because you name the feature, and the Olds likely has it.
Want power sliding doors? An in-dash six-CD changer? Rear DVD-based entertainment
system? Full-time all-wheel drive? A powerful V6? The Silhouette has you covered. How about a
flat-folding third-row seat? Maybe a touring suspension with automatic leveling and an
air-inflation kit? Side-impact airbags? OnStar telematics? It's all here, depending on the model
you pick. There's even a reverse parking aid sensor on higher-line trims. All are powered by a
horsepower 3. Side-impact airbags are included, to go along with Silhouette's reduced-force
frontal airbag system, four-wheel antilock brakes and GM's Passkey III antitheft system. Other
standard features include the OnStar communications system, a touring suspension with
self-leveling rear shocks and an on-board air compressor. GL models come with fold-flat
second-row captain's chairs and boast standard items such as air-conditioning, power windows
and locks, cruise control, interior air filter and a rooftop luggage carrier. Move all the way up to

the Premiere, and you get nearly every goodie standard, including a combination television and
DVD player for rear-seat passengers, a reverse parking aid sensor and heated seats. Among the
few options for this luxury model are third-row captain's chairs, a six-disc in-dash CD changer,
chrome wheels, a power driver-side sliding door, and the obligatory gold package. Every time
we've driven the Silhouette, we've come away impressed. These well-equipped Oldsmobile
minivans are smooth and powerful. Thanks to excellent road feel provided by precise steering
and easily modulated brakes, they are actually fun to drive, something that can't be said about
many of today's best-selling makes. Our complaints are limited to uncomfortable rear seating
and a noticeable amount of cheap-looking plastic inside the cabin. It also failed to perform
brilliantly in offset crash testing. As you've probably guessed, we like the Oldsmobile Silhouette
and find its exterior styling to be the most attractive of GM's trio of sister minivans. Even in
today's hotly contested minivan market, the Silhouette remains a solid choice. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Oldsmobile Silhouette. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Oldsmobile lease specials Check out Oldsmobile Silhouette lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Spotty interior build quality, poor offset crash-test scores, gruff powertrain. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Despite
the fact that the Silhouette is headed to the graveyard with the rest of Oldsmobile's lineup, there
are still minor changes on tap for the model. The standard front airbags are now dual-stage
units that deploy according to the severity of the crash, and Premiere models equipped with the
onboard video system get a DVD player in place of a standard VCR. Read more. Write a review
See all 40 reviews. This car is a treasure! I loved my Town N Country but It kept having
mechanical issues. It's style was what drew me. Recently I purchased a silluette and have found
all the features love in the TnC without mechanical problems. I am the original owner of old
minvian. I basically had zero problems with the minivan and it was the best vehicle I have ever
owned. I know GM takes a lot of grief but in my experience their quality has been very good.
Read less. This vehicle
goat cart harness
89 camaro fuel pump relay
honda hs520 parts diagram
is the top of the line from what I have seen in minivans, total luxury. We bought this vehicle
used and we did'nt know all the neat extras it had until we got it home, we were just looking for
a nice minivan, but got so much more. Has a great 6-track cd player, electronic sliding doors,
with many different locations inside the car from which to open them , really nice to have when
you are carrying baby seats and groceries etc. Van is nice and roomy, for real people, not just
kids. Overall a great choice for anyone wanting lots of room and luxury. Nice luxery for the
price. This is the first Oldsmobile I purchased. It rides and handles well. Nice gas mileage. See
all 40 reviews of the Used Oldsmobile Silhouette. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 13 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Silhouette. Sign Up.

